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Changing your roof after ten years is typically suggested by the majority of roof pros around the
world. When the time comes for roof replacement, you will need to answer this question: tear off the
old roof and change it with a completely new roof, or mount the new roof over the worn out one?

Most counties enable around a pair of roof sheets on every house, which is why roofing companies
wouldnâ€™t think about offering households this strategy. This is generally because setting up a brand-
new roof on top of an old one necessitates less labor than total remodeling. Nonetheless, you
shouldnâ€™t submit to this. While it is much more extravagant, setting up a spotless roof on your house
is still better than maintaining the existing one and covering it with the new one.

Leaks canâ€™t be properly resolved

One of the biggest shortcomings of a re-roofing--as setting up a new roof above an outdated one is
called--is that faulty areas in the old roof wouldnâ€™t be properly addressed. If you donâ€™t remove the old
roof, you wonâ€™t be able to discover leaks, along with their causes and results. By laying a roof on top
of the outdated one, those leaks will only intensify.

Decaying wood will worsen

Under the outdated roofing, there can be regions where the wood has decayed. If you just lay a
brand-new roof structure above this, the rot may simply aggravate and spread to other zones. And
because nails in rotted wood turn out to be loose, there is a greater probability of roofing shingles
getting blown off by the wind.

Sub-par roof attributes

When a roofer sets up a brand-new roof on the existing one, it means that theyâ€™re relying on the
existing features similar to drip-edges or water blockers to continue functioning. Memphis roofing
contractors who mount entirely brand-new roofs, conversely, are likely to change all these
throughout the fitting. This keeps the need to have substitution and lowers expenses.

Increased load on old rafters

The most apparent result of a brand-new roof stratum is the increased load that the older rafters
must tolerate. This is especially unsafe in vintage homes with undersized rafters. Because of this,
professional roofing contractors Memphis TN homeowners believe suggest installing brand-new
roofing, as this would grant them a chance to check and revise the rafters.

Any reliable roofing contractor Memphis TN customers can count on would likewise tell you that lay-
overs cut short the life expectancy of new roofs. For more information, you can check out
doityourself.com/forum/roofing-gutters-waterproofing/12687-new-roof-tear-off-layover.html or
helium.com/items/1425571-layover-roofing.
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For more details search,a roofing contractors Memphis , a roofing contractor Memphis and a
commercial roofing Memphis in Google for more related information.
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